FUTURESOURCE

REAL-TIME STREAMING MARKET DATA, NEWS AND CHARTING ACROSS GLOBAL SOFTS MARKETS

FutureSource brings together real-time streaming market data, analytics and Dow Jones news to help you better manage price and currency risk. It includes coverage of the commodity futures and options exchanges specializing in softs as well as key news and statistics from the USDA.

Delivered as a fully-hosted, web and mobile solution with an Excel® add-in built for commodities traders and analysts, FutureSource can be a cost-effective data solution for commodity markets.

CUSTOMIZED DESKTOP SUPPORT
- Work with our specialist team to customize the FutureSource desktop for your specific needs
- Local relationship managers and support professionals
- Available to help with training or product queries

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE
- Get price discovery with real-time, streaming market data from over 100 exchanges including ICE Futures U.S., ICE Futures Europe and Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange
- Contributed FX prices across the curve including spot and forwards
- Time and Sales data
GLOBAL NEWS, STATISTICS AND WEATHER
- Stay informed with the latest global news from Dow Jones covering the political, economic and environmental stories impacting softs
- News and key statistics from the USDA
- Agricultural Market Insights in FutureSource for an aggregated view of comments from tweets and websites
- Regional weather maps with multiple views (for example, heat and precipitation forecasts)

MOBILE, PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE
- Designed for access everywhere in browsers, phones and tablets
- Mobile app available via Google Play and App Store
- User preferences are stored centrally resulting in a personalized experience from anywhere

POWERFUL CHARTING, ANALYSIS AND EXCEL ADD-IN
- Make more informed decisions with interactive charting
- Overlay contracts from this year against the same month in previous years to uncover seasonal trends
- Excel Add-In designed to deal with the complexity of the commodities markets
- Options pricing and ‘what-if’ analysis to assist with informed hedging decisions

CLOUD-BASED SOLUTION
- Better manage cost with cloud-based infrastructure
- Access new features more quickly with a web-based solution

FURTHER INFORMATION
icedataservices@theice.com
theice.com/data
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